
Our client is a Global beverage 
manufacturer producing alcoholic 
and non-alcoholic drinks across 200+ 
facilities globally.

CHALLENGE   
Our client has a production line which was designed to operate at 60k BPH, with a total planned production capacity of 
300M+ bottles per annum. The production line was operating approximately 20% below the planned production (60M 
bottles or $125M lost revenue) capacity due to various factors limiting production speed, increasing waste and creating 
downtime events.

SOLUTION   
OAS deployed a team of 5 operational excellence experts to perform an on-site audit of the operating production 
line, taking into consideration people, process, and equipment. The client brief stipulated the need to focus on 
production efficiency gains, not CAPEX spend.

The audit identified critical key improvement opportunities for our client, including the following.

• People: Equipment familiarisation, understanding metrics, changeover resource allocation optimisations.
• Process: Preventative maintenance program, equipment integration, V-Curve utilisation.
• Equipment: Conveyor lubrication, Conveyor jerking, EBI/FBI reject rate.

Our team developed a 12-week improvement acceleration program, with an emphasis on stabilising the line through 
improvements in equipment and processes, allowing for incremental speed increases to occur. This culminated in a 
pathway to full line optimisation, a reduced cost per case, and a marked improvement in overall quality.
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OUTCOME   
Our client’s operational excellence and maintenance teams have a roadmap clearly defining the areas of opportunity and 
plan for their on-site implementation. In addition, the OAS team provide on-going remote support and guidance to ensure 
the implementation was timely and effective, driving our client’s operations back towards their planned budget.
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OAS DIFFERENTIATION   
OAS not only provides technical expertise that was gained and continues to operate across five continents, but 
Technical Leaders.  OAS understands and drives a cross-functional teamwork approach.  Our team excels 
at connecting with shop floor employees, plant leadership and senior managers to get the best out of the 
interconnection among People, Process, & Equipment that delivers results.
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